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Introduction:
Business & Economy Research & Development Center (BERDC) was established in 1992 to meet the needs of the Palestinian local
community in the fields of business and economic. BERDU has an influential contribution on building the capacity of undergraduate,
postgraduate students as well as teaching staff in business and economic.

Vision:
BERDC is aspired to be the hub of business and economic research and knowledge for community development.

Mission:
BERDC provides experiences and consultancy in different managerial, accounting and economic development through strong
partnership links with national and international key players.

BERDC Objectives:
•

Promoting innovative research practices among students and practitioners.

•

Helping in disseminating research culture.

•

Liaising with relevant stakeholders for better policies to encourage community-based & industry-based research.

•

Helping in creating atmosphere for researchers and academics for applied research.

BERDC Strategies:
•

Design capacity-building projects for staff, researchers, and students.

•

Develop business and economic database.

•

Apply IT in conducting research.
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•

Empower business and research ethics

•

Implement practical activities through collaboration with civil society associations.

•

Enhance the business and economic consultancy services.

•

Bridge the gap with labor market.

•

Partnership with key players in the field of economy and business.

BERDC Scope of Work:
Managerial and Business Studies Area
 Marketing
 Management & Finance
 Human Resource Management
 Strategic planning.
 Entrepreneurship and small and medium enterprise
 Technology diffusion and innovation
Accounting and Finance Area
 Financial Accounting
 Managerial Accounting
Economical Area
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 Economic forecasting
 Economic impact studies
 Industry studies
 Sustainable regional economic growth
 Environmental economics
 Public finance and taxation
 Labor studies
 Tourism studies

BRUDC Achievements through 2015-2016
Projects and studies:
•

BERDC participated in conducting a study entitled: The Role of Specialized Banks in the Economy and the Financial Stability
in the Light of International Experiences and the Possibility of Application and Success in the Palestinian Economy, through
cooperation with Palestinian Monetary Authority (PMA) and Italian experts.

•

BERDC conducted a study entitled: Modeling the Skills Mismatch and Productivity in the Countries of MENA (Jordan,
Lebanon, and Palestine).

•

BERDC provided full proposal entitled: Capacity Building for Business Administration Graduates to Meet the Labor Market
Needs, for Middle East Partnership Innovative (MEPI).

•

BERDC provided full proposal entitled: Empowerment of ICT start-up businesses, for Sida.

•

BERDC developed the operational plan for many institutions.
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•

Conducted Career day with PALTEL.

•

Organized a trade show for Local industries.

•

Brought business and economic experts and practitioners to meet students.

•

Coordinated with banking institutions including Bank of Palestine and Palestinian Deposit Insurance Cooperation to link the
student with labor market.

BERDC Strategic Goals for 2017-2019
A. Focused Research:
To put resources and infrastructure into place to support a finite number of well-established focused research areas. This approach is
intended to accelerate research growth, respond to national needs, and build research platforms that can support many different
intellectual pursuits. These focus areas clearly include Palestinian Industry Syndicates, Banking Services, ministries, and Palestinian
Higher Education institutions. Others will be established as the research agenda grows.
Objectives:
 BERDC continues and increases its partnership efforts to support focused research areas.
 BERDC uses term limited research faculty hiring or strategic hiring in new academic initiatives to build larger teams of
researchers.
 BERDC supports well established proposals; fund proposal teams as appropriate, and creates organization for well established
project management.

B. Emerging and Community Based Research:
To provide a menu of services and resources to support faculty in all disciplines as they pursue new research efforts and develop as
nationally prominent scholars. The strength of a research university is the diversity of new knowledge that is always developing.
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Islamic University of Gaza must be responsive to emerging
resources to initiate and grow new efforts.

trends and community changes in research and offer

Objectives:
 The Dean of College of Commerce defines programs and resources to support an already strong research program in the
College of Commerce particularly and in the IUG generally.
 BERDC increases funding and program offerings for seed research and research marketing by faculty members.
 BERDC increase faculty training and convening opportunities for team-oriented research proposals in the field of business and
economy.
 Job opportunities for BERDC researchers are increased in Gaza areas

C. Research Collaboration and Culture:
To provide programs, services, and resources that promote research collaboration and a culture of research. Commerce faculty will be
most competitive as scholars, when they collaborate locally and nationally with their peers and across disciplines. Research and
academic programs will grow in quality, diversity, and size as a research culture develops on the Islamic University of Gaza campus.
This culture will be defined by the graduate student environment, visibility of research activities, growing networks within and beyond
the campus, and a results orientation that emphasizes quality, completion, and dissemination of creative and research works.
Objectives:
 Academic affairs, the graduate school, the library, and all academic units on programs recognize and support business and
economy research and works.
 BERDC works with the graduate school to expand the current course offering for responsible conduct of research issues.
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BERDC – IUG

Strategy & Logical Framework
2017-2019

1. SG1: Focused Research: To put resources and infrastructure into place to support a well-established focused research areas.
Expected results

Performance indicators

1.1. BERDC continues and 
increases
its
partnership efforts to
support
focused 
research areas


1.2. BERDC uses term 
limited
research
faculty
hiring
or
strategic hiring in new 
academic initiatives to
build larger teams of
researchers.


BERDC interventions and
practices promote concepts
of economic promotion
BERDC plans, strategies,
publications and programs
include the concepts of
economic research
BERDC has a
policy/framework/
reference that defines its
role in the field of labor
market
BERDC has an updated
assessment about local
labor market capacity
BERDC designed a
building program which
reflects aspects of
performance development
of local labor market
A permanent coordination
system with local
community for planning
and implementing

MoVs





Documents and plans
Publications
Projects’ proposals and
implementation plans
Organizational assessment
tools

Assumptions














Capacity building plan
Systems and programs
documentation.
Reports
Meeting minutes
Participants’ lists
Consultancy reports





Organizational stability
Management realization
and adoption for
development
Availability of local
competencies
Staff commitment and
cooperation
Availability of information
Availability of cadre on the
internal and external levels
Availability of local
competencies
Staff commitment and
cooperation
Availability of information
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BERDC’s programs is in


1.3. BERDU supports well- 
established proposals;
fund proposal teams as
appropriate,
and 
creates
organization
for
well-established
project management.

place
A system for
communication for BERDC
and the research donors is
developed and
implemented to promote
internal dialogue about the
economic research.
Availability of fund to cover
BERDC’s expenses for
three years.
BERDC has its own income
generation sources






Financial reports
MOUs
Approved projects
Financial agreements






Successful grant proposals
Availability of local
competencies
Staff commitment and
cooperation
Availability of information

2. SG2: Emerging Research: To provide a menu of services and resources to support faculty in all disciplines as they pursue
new research efforts and develop as nationally prominent scholars
Expected results

2.1. The Dean of College of 
Commerce
defines
programs
and
resources to support an
already strong research
program in the College
of
Commerce 
particularly and in the
IUG generally.

Performance indicators

BERDC designs and
manages various initiatives
of workshops, seminars and
local debates about the
importance of business and
economy research
BERDC is enhanced and
equipped with advanced
equipment and tools that
matches the highest

MoVs






Activities’ reports
Baseline study
Number of initiatives
Participants’ lists
Modern equipment and
tools

Assumptions







Organizational stability
External environment
stability
Availability of fund
Liberty of work under
research protocol
Interaction of targeted
groups
Cooperation of local
community
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standards of business and
economy research

2.2. BERDC
increases 
funding and program
offerings for seed
research and research
marketing by faculty

members


2.3. BERDC
increases 
faculty training and
opportunities for teamoriented
research 
proposals in the field of
business and economy.

BERDC is capable of
accomplishing successful
funded proposals in the
field of business, economy,
and employability
Research achievement level
of faculty is improved
BERDC users are active
leaders in the field of
business and economy
research.
Capacity building program
for the BERDU users is
designed
Training and coaching level
of researchers is improved








Activities’ reports
Baseline study
Researchers’ initiatives
Participants’ lists







Activities’ reports
Students’ exams results
Case study reports
Baseline study
Participants’ lists

Successful funded business
and economy proposals
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2.4. Job opportunities for 
BERDC researchers
are increased in Gaza
areas



Demanded jobs and
experiences of the business
and economic development
areas are evaluated in
Palestine
Employer and job seeker
system is designed and
updated periodically
More BERDC researchers
are capable of entering the
local labor market







Activities’ reports
Statistics
Case study reports
Baseline study
Participants’ lists

3. SG3: Research Collaboration & Culture: To provide programs, services, and resources that promote research
collaboration and a culture of research.
Expected results

Performance indicators

3.1. Academic affairs, the
graduate school, the
library, and all
academic units on
programs recognize,
support and scale up
business and economy
research and works.



3.2. BERDC works with
the graduate school to
scale up the current
course offering for







The IUG internal culture is
sensitized to and aware of
business and economy
research issues and its role
in the development of the
local community
BERDU and IUG has
positive attitudes towards
business and economy
needs and means of
development
New and developed
research courses in the field
of business and economy
New research protocol

MoVs





Activities’ reports
Statistics
Baseline study
Participants’ lists

Assumptions










Organizational stability
External environment
stability
Liberty of work under rule
of law
Cooperation of local
community

Activities’ reports
Statistics
New research protocol
Participants’ lists
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responsible conduct of
research issues.

3.3. BERDC scale up the
experiences of the
university collages and
departments through
dissemination research
best practices.

The IUG internal culture is
sensitized to and aware of
business and economy
research issues and its role
in the development of the
local community





Activities’ reports
Statistics
Participants’ lists

Strategy Results Framework:
Attached Excel Sheet

Strategy M & E Plan:
Attached Excel Sheet

2017 Operational Plan:
Attached Excel Sheet
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